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Order of Exercise

Procession of Inductees

Procession of Platform Party

Welcome – Dr. Thomas Tunks
Associate Provost for Educational Programs

Invocation – Dr. Judy Henneberger
Associate Chaplain to the University

Introduction of Honored Guests – Dr. Tunks

Keynote Speaker – Dr. Wayne H. Shaw
Helmut Sohmen Distinguished Professor of Corporate Governance
Edwin L. Cox School of Business

Chartering Ceremony

Introduction of SMU President R. Gerald Turner – Dr. Kathy Rowe
Director of Operations and Effectiveness Planning
Division of Enrollment Services

Remarks – Dr. R. Gerald Turner
President of Southern Methodist University

Induction Ceremony

Closing – Dr. Tunks

Varsity
Oh, we see the Varsity, Varsity, Varsity
As she towers o’r the hill over there.

And our hearts are filled with joy, SMU, SMU
Alma Mater we’ll be true, forever.
Charter Members

Amy Kathryn Ahluwalia
Daniela I. Balderas
Amanda Nunez Burns
Leonor Cantu
David Joseph Cockrum
Morgan Davidson
Bhekukhile Dube
Brenda Aileen Garcia
Clayton Brandon Hanks
Jessica Lauren Huseman
Bibek Karki
Katherine R. Lee
Luna Li
Merritt Anne Milliorn
Christina R. Morrow
Cesare P. Novello
Shahab Sean Peikari
Brianna Lea Robinson
Robert Eugene Sajovich
Julie Elizabeth Stevens
Stephanie Jean Teague
Sarah Marie Wiita

Charles Michael Averett II
Dallas W. Blagg
John Alexander Burns
Jessica Ashley Carpenter
Frank Anthony Cusimano
Charlene Mary Dondinger
Amanda Sydel Farage
Sydney Schmidt Giesey
Adrian D. Hilliard
Henry Kleberg Johnson
Adrian A. Kusumava
Michael Dylan Lewis
Xuelian Li
Nichole Lorraine Moisan
Yenefa V. Nino
Katie Brandt Oswald
Katy Michele Reed
Thomas Arrington Rymer
Katie Simon
Vanessa L. Tapia
Patricia Ann Traver
Veronica Lynette Winans

Honorary Member – R. Gerald Turner, President of SMU